INFRASTRUCTURE CONSULTANT
We are looking for an experienced Infrastructure Consultant to join our growing infrastructure team,
who will help drive forward the this strategically key area of delivery.
The Company

Oracle is the world's second-largest software vendor and specialises in enterprise software and Cloud
services. Claremont is the UK’s leading independent services organisations focussed on Oracle’s
enterprise systems, particularly E-Business Suite and Oracle Applications Cloud. We provide Oracle
professional services such as Managed Services to UK FTSE 250 companies, who need trusted
advisors to help them meet the dual challenges of system optimisation and digitisation of their
businesses. Through our expert industry knowledge and an award-winning practice that focuses on
delivery excellence, Claremont provides quality solutions that supports customers on their entire
Oracle journey, with flexibility and agility to meet each organisation’s unique requirements.
The Role

This role is within our Delivery team, and within our Infrastructure capability. The role will involve
occasional client and supplier site (UK wide) travel. The role will also require the consultant to rotate
into the on-call rota covering second line call out support for high severity issues. The role will be
home based.
Your Experience and Skills

•

3 or more years’ Linux systems administration experience. This should include experience of
installation, patching, upgrading and administering Linux systems. Systems administration
experience on other enterprise server operating systems, e.g. Windows Server or Solaris, is
also an advantage, but not essential and Linux is the priority skillset.

•

Experience of common linux-based systems such as IPA, sendmail, CUPS etc is required.

•

An awareness of networking technologies, including VPNs etc would be useful but this is
primarily a Linux role and network knowledge is not essential.

•

The role would particularly suit someone who has worked in environments supporting Oracle
technologies.

•

Knowledge of Oracle Virtualisation technologies would be a distinct advantage, but not
essential. Experience of virtualisation technologies in general is required.

•

Experience of supporting the provision of Information Security Management Systems
(ISO27001).

•

Knowledge of systems architecture design and performance tuning would be desirable.

•

Exposure to Nagios-based monitoring solutions would be desirable. Similarly understanding
and experience of backup technologies would be an asset to the successful candidate.

•

Solid networking knowledge/understanding.

About you

•

Self-motivated, hard-working, energetic and results focused.

•

Experience working for smaller consultancy organisations and having developed
entrepreneurial skills in the process.

•

Exceptional customer facing skills including presentation & pre-sales support.

•

Excellent communication and team working skills.

•

A “can do” attitude with a desire to deliver excellent results.

•

Strong attention to detail with a desire and ability to work accurately.

•

The ability to work under pressure and plan, manage and deliver multiple simultaneous
activities. This will include good time management skills.

•

ITIL v3 Certification would be desirable.

Compensation Package

We offer a fantastic package including an excellent basic salary and a range of benefits which include:
•

Salary is dependent on experience.

•

Annual company bonus.

•

Contributory and Employer-matched pension scheme.

•

Life Insurance, Critical Illness Insurance and Permanent Health Insurance.

•

25 days annual leave.

